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Scrolling through the ASOS New In, it is hard
to resist the temptation of this week’s latest
drops. Another nylon jumpsuit, similar to
the one you brought last week but this one
is in lilac, and there is 15% off - bargain.
It’s running low in stock, you better hurry.
Add it to the basket quick, before it gets
away! Next, the internal battle. Do you
need it? You have just been paid and you
should probably put some money aside
for next month’s rent. But it’s so nice and
would look great with your new boots. Mind
you, you still haven’t worn them yet. Ah,
whatever, it’s only £20 what harm can it do?

* Adds to basket *

It’s one of our oceans most severe threats,
silently poisoning hundreds of thousands of
marine organisms a year. Disguising itself
as food and finding its way into the oblivious
stomachs of both animals and humans
alike. The offender; our clothing. Clothing
consumption accounts for a large percentage
of our economy, so how can we control this
harmful cycle?
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We are all guilty of buying things we don’t
need; we see the price reductions and it’s
hard to say no. But this is not our fault. Our
desire to own new things has been deeply
rooted in our psyche for so long that we
do not know any different. Throughout the
history of humankind, the normalisation of
overconsumption has become so natural
to us that we have become oblivious to
what it is doing to ourselves and the world
around us. Resources are running low as the
fashion industry desperately tries to keep up
with the fast-paced environment we live in.
Everyone loves saving money and finding
bargains, but at what cost? The production
and by-products of cheap man-made
materials such as polyester are threatening
the welfare of our planet and the wildlife
inhabiting it. Whilst these fabrics make
clothing more affordable and accessible
to the average consumer, our heavy
investment in synthetic garments is leading
to detrimental effects on our natural world.
Currently our oceans are under extreme
pressures, the topic of plastic pollution
is rife as humans slowly start to take
accountability for the devastation of our
treasured ‘blue planet’. Whilst single use
plastic is an undisputable global issue,

causing damage to ecosystems
and eradicating species, we are
unknowingly contributing to an evergrowing plastic pollutant problem
without realising it. From the use of
unsustainable resources, excessive
waste and material production, it
comes as no surprise that the fashion
industry has been named the second
biggest contributor to global warming.
The industry has found itself under a
lot of scrutiny as people are beginning
to demand change. Brands are being
held accountable for their carbon
footprint and are having to become
more transparent in their supply chains
and production methods to gain the
trust of the public. However, there is
one sector which is rarely brought to
our attention in the mainstream media;

we could call it a
‘micro-problem’ but that
could not be further from
reality, as this particular
issue is one of the
largest contributors to
ocean plastic pollution.
The culprit is our synthetic clothing.
Polyester, nylon, acrylic and many
other
polymer-based
materials
caused a fashion revolution as early as
the mid 1930’s; this ‘test tube clothing’
continued to develop throughout the
following decades, evolving the way in
which clothing was produced. The rise
of the synthetic age meant that natural
materials such as silk and cashmere
were substituted by synthetics which
allowed designers to experiment with
fabrics through man-made repellents
and advancements, creating new and
innovative textiles. Unlike natural fibres
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which relied on a natural resource, the
invention of artificially made materials
presented designers with a limitless
source of inexpensive textiles.
Clothing could now easily be mass
produced meaning the accessibility
and cost of the material came with a
new throwaway culture, with people
wearing lower quality garments once
and then discarding it. This is similar
to the way the fashion industry works
today, so we could argue that this
was the beginning of the fast fashion
movement that we know today. Apart
from the huge amount of textile waste
this revolution caused, there is another
destructive flaw with the invention
of these man-made materials.
They are ultimately 100% plastic.
Created through chemical processes
that involve the use of coal and
petroleum (yes, as in what you put
in your car!) synthetic materials
are formed through a complex
chemistry procedure. The polymers
used in this process create a chain
reaction which produces materials
such as polyester, or ‘polyethylene
terephthalate’ (commonly abbreviated
to PET). This process creates a material
that produces the plastic molecules
used in both clothing, packaging
and even plastic bottle production.
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With PET being a vital material in
synthetic fabrics, it means that your
acrylic jumper is essentially made
up of hundreds and thousands of
tiny plastic fibres - these fibres are
called microfibres. Microfibres can
easily become loose through laundry
techniques, such as using a washing
machine or tumble dryer. The fibres
also begin to shed when a garment
starts to fall apart or becomes old
and worn, this takes us back to the
topic of clothing costs and quality.

For example, if you buy a
cheap polyester t-shirt
by a fast fashion brand, it
will deteriorate quicker
than one produced by a
brand that sells quality
t-shirts made from 100%
organic cotton. Therefore,
the
polyester
t-shirt
would begin to decrease
in quality at a higher rate,
increasing the amount
of microfibre pollution
created when washing it.
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what are
microfibres
and why should
we care about
them?
A microfibre is an ultra-fine fibre that is 60 times finer than a human hair. Made
up of minute plastic yarns, microfibres can be found in every piece of synthetic
clothing you own. Whilst they seem small and harmless these tiny fibres are
finding their way into our oceans through our laundry habits and intoxicating
underwater species. Unlike natural fibres (e.g. cotton and wool), synthetic
fibres do not dissolve in water, meaning they will stay in our ocean forever. At
this point you are probably thinking, ‘How can a fibre from my polyester jogging
bottoms end up in the stomach of a fish?’. The answer - your washing machine.
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ITS LAUNDRY DAY, YOU SCOOP
UP THE PILE OF WORN CLOTHING
THAT HAS ACCUMULATED
ON YOUR BEDROOM FLOOR AN ACRYLIC JUMPER, A FEW
POLYESTER T-SHIRTS, YOUR GYM
KIT AND YOUR FAVOURITE FLEECE
PYJAMA BOTTOMS. THROWING IT
IN THE WASHING MACHINE, YOU
ADD SOME DETERGENT AND SET
YOUR MACHINE TO A HIGH SPIN
FREQUENCY – YOU DO NOT HAVE
TIME TO WAIT AROUND. SOUND
FAMILIAR?
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DID YOU KNOW ...
Whilst your clothes are spinning away thousands of
minuscule microfibres are shedding as your clothing
is being spun around and rubbed together; this rapid
friction can cause the microfibres to come loose
and shed into the water in you washing machine.
The higher the spin frequency, the more microfibres
are shed! As of 2019, there is no built-in filter to stop
these fibres from depositing through the waste-water
system and straight into the drain, eventually releasing
into freshwater outlets. As the fibres are so small, it is
difficult for all of them to be filtered out through water
treatment plants, meaning around 40% of the fibres
escape capture and find their way directly into rivers
and lakes and in turn, eventually end up in our oceans.
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In the UK alone, clothes washing produces around
4,000 tonnes of plastic pollution every single year.
Once finding their way into the oceans,
the microfibres propose a threat to the
health and conservation of marine
wildlife. Due to the size of these
microfibres, fish are mistaking them
for food and digesting them as though
they were a piece of plankton; however,
once digested the fibres do not break
down inside the fish but instead, trigger
life threatening diseases. Microfibres
are a lot more than just a piece of tiny
plastic, when entering the ocean, they
act as chemical sponges by engulfing
other toxic pollutants around them.
This means when the fish consume
the plastic, the toxins sucked up by
the fibres also find their way into their
bloodstream. These chemicals can
interfere with reproduction, metabolism,
growth and issues surrounding kidney
and liver function. The problems caused
by the microfibres can often poison the
fish to death, killing them if too many are
consumed; however, in some cases the
fish survives the contamination. If they
are lucky enough to survive, the fibres
stay embedded in their systems, this
means when caught by fisherman to
be sold in your local supermarket, the
fibres are still present within the animal;
so when you are tucking into your fish
and chips you could be consuming a
piece of your favourite gym leggings!
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This man-made intervention of the
food chain raises serious problems
regarding not only the protection of
our underwater species but also to the
health of humans. The consumption
of fish that have been captured from
areas where microplastic pollution is
rampant means we could be eating
food that has been contaminated with
harmful toxins and chemicals. Whilst
there is still limited research on how
the consumption of microplastics
can have a negative impact on
human health, studies show that
direct exposure to the contaminants
can cause problems regarding gut
inflammation, cell mutation, oxidative
stress and cell deaths which are linked
to illnesses such as cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes, arthritic, bowel
diseases and in extreme cases
cancer. This information raises
serious questions around modern day
endemics and about plastic and the
synthetic materials we wear on our
body, potentially being carcinogenic.
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Often when we are presented with
disturbing facts about our negative
effect on the environment it is easy to
respond with denial and displacement,
keeping our anxieties at bay and busying
ourselves so we do not have to face the
problem. The feelings of helplessness and
despair make it harder for us to confront
the issue as we are not ready to change
the behaviours that we have known for
so long, which is why psychologists play
such an important role in building a
sustainable society. The environmental
crisis as a whole requires a phycological
shift in which people start to embrace
slow fashion and stop consuming at
such a high rate. To do this we have to
create a safe environment where people
feel inspired to change their buying
habits and consider the effects they are
having on the world around them. As
consumers, so much pressure is put
on us from advertising campaigns to
climate activists to change the way we
live our lives, we are bombarded with
political propaganda and disturbing
images that make us feel accountable
for the ecological predicament humans
have found themselves in. Whether you
are an environmentalist or not, nobody
wants to be told that their actions are
unconsciously causing destruction and
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damage to the planet, especially when
they have no idea on how to amend them.
However, the issue lies much deeper
than this, we are only a single cog in
the ever-evolving machine that is the
fashion industry; From manufactures,
to retailers, production companies and
government legislations, consumers
are simply the final fragment of a
complex and extensive supply chain.

The journey our clothing takes
to end up in our wardrobes is a
long and diverse one.
Before the garment is even put together
designers have to source their fabrics,
these fabrics have to be grown, made
through chemical processes or created
through complex technology, and whilst
each material is generated through
different procedures, each process
involves a multitude of people to produce
and manufacture these materials. The
materials are then manipulated to create
patterns for our clothes, which are then
cut and sewn together by garment factory
workers to create a finished product.
The products are then distributed by
the manufacturers after being brought
by retailers and brands to sell to their
consumers, who in turn purchase their
stock and make a huge profit for the
business.
As an outsider, it is hard to specify
a particular part of fashion’s supply
chain where the microfibre issue can
be wholeheartedly tackled, is it the
responsibility of the fabric manufacturers
to find alternatives to synthetic fibres, or
the production companies for investing
in them, creating more demand?
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Reading this information can
be overwhelming and leave you
feeling deflated, it may want
to stop you from consuming
synthetic clothing or make you
feel so helpless that you want to
ignore the problem all together,
in most cases it’s the latter.

We could blame it on brands and retailers for
buying the products, causing businesses to
continue stocking them. However, there is
no specific culprit, the microfibre crisis is an
ecological issue that needs to be addressed at
all stages of the supply chain to simultaneously
work towards finding a sustainable solution.
Back in 2011, it was brought to light by
ecologist Anthony Browne that synthetic
clothing was generating an unmanageable
amount of microfibre pollution, since then

limited action has been taken by
the fashion industry.
As innovators for the environmental fashion
movement, outdoor apparel company
Patagonia donated a sum of $9000 to the
research programme ‘Adventures and
Scientists for Conservation’ to investigate
further into the microfibre crisis, however
the issue requires serious change from fast
fashion companies to tackle the heart of the
problem. Due to the quality of the clothing
created by high-street brands and affordable
online retailers, the cheap fabrics they use will
more easily shed fibres as they are not spun as
well during production meaning that they are
the biggest contributors to microfibre pollution
within the fashion sector. However, little to
no response to this problem has been seen
by consumers with both H&M and Topshop
refraining from comment when asked what
they were doing in response to the microfibre
crisis. With an estimated 2/3 of UK clothing
being made from synthetic fibres, eradicating
microfibres is an unrealistic goal, however,
changes need to be put in place to protect
the future of our oceans and human health.
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WE HAVE
THE POWER
#FASHIONREVOLUTION
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In a customer driven supply chain, our
voice is crucial; this has been proven
by a rise in companies looking at
their supply chains and embedding
sustainable practices into them after
growing pressure from consumers who
are demanding eco-friendly products.
With this in mind, it is important that
consumers are aware of the issue
before they can put pressure on
retailers to change. Currently only an
estimated 45% of people are aware
of the hidden plastics in our clothing,
and we could put this down to lack
of consumer education. The fashion
industry has a huge responsibility when
taking accountability for the damage it
is causing to our natural world, and right
now they are only scratching the surface
of what needs to be done to create an
industry that works in harmony with our
planet. Microfibre pollution is a topic
rarely spoken about in mainstream
media, and a great deal of further
research is required for us to progress
towards an attainable solution, this
cannot be done without government
funding and public acknowledgment.
A global industry revolution is hugely
dependant on further research and
government intervention, with a call
for collaboration between business
and scientists. A report on Reducing
Household Contributions to Marine
Plastic Pollution carried out by Eunomia
and Friends of the Earth states that in
order for us to successfully tackle the
microfibre pollution crisis it is important
for the government to put funding into
in-depth research regarding ocean
plastic pollution. By looking into the
main causes, it will be easier for
manufacturers to develop sufficient
methods of capture to prevent the
fibres from finding their way in the
oceans and fresh-water outlets. Once
it is clear to us that particular fabrics
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are more polluting than others, laws and
regulations can be put in place to begin
phasing out toxic materials from supply
chains and clothing manufacturing,
finding alternatives to these resources
that are better for our environment.
Another important part of the process
is retailer and brand involvement, as
they have an essential relationship
with the consumer which they can use
to educate their customers on buying
habits and provide them with valuable
information regarding transparency
and fashion’s environmental impact.
As businesses, fashion retailers hold
valuable information regarding sales
and consumer demands which can
be used to determine the desire for
synthetic materials, as well as figures
which support the percentage of
natural versus synthetic fabrics sold.
The final step towards change is basic
consumer education and stimulus. Very
little will come of simply telling people
about the microfibre problem as this has
been proven as not powerful enough. If
solving the climate crisis was as easy
as telling people not to do something,
we would not have found ourselves in
the situation we are in now. The answer
is to promote action. As environmental
activists we need to inspire people to
change by showing them the difference
their actions can make, empowering
them to actively convert their behaviours
for the better, rather than lecturing them
on what they are doing wrong. Everybody
enjoys the feeling of doing something
good, whether that is displayed through
a random act of kindness, helping
someone in need or refusing a plastic
straw, as humans we like to be told we
are good people which in turn, inspires
us to do good things. We need to use our
voice to inspire a generation of people,
cause a revolution, and challenge the
establishment to change the system.

Send a letter
to a brand
Why don’t you write a letter to your favourite brand and ask them what they
are doing to fight the microfibre crisis? Ask questions and tag the brand
and @fash_rev on social media and make your voice heard. If we demand
change, the industry is forced to act. If you are unsure where to start, here is a
template of a letter that you can send via email or post to the brands you care
about – or if you are feeling creative, write your own!

Dear
As a loyal customer of your brand, I would like to know what you
are doing about #THEUNKNOWNPERPETRATOR that is currently
polluting our oceans. I want to ensure that the brands I support
are conscious of the effects they are having on the environment
and doing something about it, whilst continuing to provide
fashionable garments.
Currently 2/3 of clothing contains plastic which once washed
release harmful microfibres that find their way into ocean and
harm marine wildlife. The fashion industry is one of the biggest contributors to ocean pollution, yet limited action is being
taken by retailers and brands. So tell me, what are you doing
to tackle the microfibre crisis? And how will you help raise
awareness to your consumers about fashion’s dirty little
secret?
Sincerely,
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A fashion lover’s guide to
care and limitation

1
2

Lowering the temperature of
your washing machine to 30º
the machine cycle will not be
as harsh on your garments,
meaning that it is less likely
to stimulate fibre release.
Your garments are also more
protected from been shrunk and
damaged by the temperature of
the washing machine, so you
can keep them for longer!

Whilst higher authorities hold a much greater
responsibility, there are small changes we can do as
consumers to help limit the amount of microfibres
we are releasing into the environment. Did you know
something as simple as altering your outdated
laundry habits can make a huge difference to our
microfibre pollution?
It’s true. However, whilst you have good intentions, we
understand that doing the research yourself can be
time consuming and longwinded, so we have done the
hard work for you. Here are 6 simple steps that you can
effortlessly integrate into your daily routine that will limit
microfibre shedding whilst helping you get the best out
of your well-loved clothing.
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Avoid tumble dryers at all costs.
Tumble dryers are particularly
bad for promoting microfibre
shedding because the combination
of high temperature and extreme
spin frequency causes the
fibres to be shaken out of your
garments. This is hazardous
for the environment as most
tumble dryers are connected to a
wastewater pipe which deposits
discarded water straight into
fresh-water outlets. Stick to
air drying, and if you must use
a tumble dryer make sure you use
one that has a lint filter.

3

Reducing spin speeds and
putting your machine on a
slower frequency will limit
rapid movements, leading to
less excessive fibre release.
By setting your machine
to a gentler cycle, your
garments will not encounter
vigorous actions that could
potentially affect the
quality of the garment.

4
5
6

When buying new garments, make
sure you check the care labels.
It is important that you look
at what your clothes are made
of so you can care for them
appropriately. Having a healthy
balance between synthetic and
natural fibres in your wardrobe
is the first step to making a
difference. Even if you choose a
cotton alternative to a synthetic
garment only once a month, you
are still limiting your microfibre
pollution and practising change!
Treat yourself! Investing in higher
quality pieces for your wardrobe
will not only mean you can keep
it for longer, but by purchasing a
well-made garment you are limiting
the amount of microfibres directly
exposed to the ocean. Although
they can be expensive, high quality
clothing is constructed in a more
efficient way, with materials that
are durable and long-lasting,
meaning when washed the fibres will
refrain from shedding as easily,
preventing wear and tear and
maintaining the quality of your
garment.
Be the change you want to see
in the world. Use your platform
and power as a consumer to ask
questions. Interrogate brands,
ask them to be transparent with
their environmental policies, and
encourage them to speak up about
the microfibre crisis. Put pressure
on the government to install new
laws. Make petitions and get
everyone you know involved!
You have the power.
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CHOOSING TO BUY

ONE GARMENT

MADE FROM NATURALLY
SOURCED FIBRES
INSTEAD OF POLYESTER
WILL MINIMISE YOUR
CONTRIBUTION TO THE
OCEAN PLASTIC EPIDEMIC,
BY PREVENTING AROUND

1900 FIBRES

BEING RELEASED PER
ITEM OF SYNTHETIC
CLOTHING.
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By buying and caring for your clothes
in a more responsible way, you can
help slow down the damage caused by
your synthetic clothing and reduce the
amount of plastic pollution finding its
way into our ocean.

If everyone reading this made a
small change like minimising the
amount of synthetic materials
they consumed annually, it would
trigger a rapid decline in the rate
in which microfibres are entering
our oceans, meaning we can
stop this ecological crisis from
creating irreversible damage.

no longer be afraid of the unknown or
feel intimidated when confronted with
an ecological predicament, it should
drive us to find out more, encouraging
us to explore and help preserve the
world around us. If we act now, we
can prevent further damage to one
of the planets most vital ecosystems
before it is too late. Feel empowered
to make a difference and use your
voice to promote change.

With
continued
education
and
collaboration between the fashion
industry and its faithful following, we
can tackle the microfibre crisis and
work towards a cleaner and more
sustainable future. It is time for us to
embrace the incredible impact we
could have as a generation if we all
began to make small changes to our
chaotic lives. Challenging what has
been the norm for so long and slowing
down not only the way we consume,
but our fast-paced lifestyles in general.
It is about stepping back and taking
accountability for our actions; not
feeling guilty for them but empowered
by what our future could be. We should
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WE are
the

revolution
#FASHIONREVOLUTION
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further reading
Eco Chic: The Fashion Paradox | Sandy Black
Psychology and Consumer Culture | Tim Kasser
How your clothes are poisoning our food supply | The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jun/20/microfibers-plastic-pollutionoceans-patagonia-synthetic-clothes-microbeads

Reducing Household Contributions to Marine Pollution | Eunomia
https://cdn.friendsoftheearth.uk/sites/default/files/downloads/reducing-household-plastics_0.pdf

Microfibres: The plastic in our clothes | Friends of the Earth
https://friendsoftheearth.uk/plastics/microfibres-plastic-in-our-clothes

Plastic & Health: The hidden costs of a Plastic Planet | CIEL

https://www.ciel.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Plastic-and-Health-The-Hidden-Costs-of-aPlastic-Planet-February-2019.pdf

Films and Documentaries
A Plastic Ocean | Craig Leeson
Available on Netflix
Blue Planet II | BBC
Available on BBC iPlayer and Netflix
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fashionrevolution.org
@fash_rev
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